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Part of the challenge of selling that land was the traffic congestion in the area. As a solution, Carter and
Orange County sought to build a flyover that formed a bridge over I-4 that offered residents, businesses
and tourists an alternate route to cross the highway between two heavily congested interchanges: Sand
Lake Road near International Drive and State Road 535 near the entrance to Disney Springs.
The long-awaited I-4 flyover that finally started construction in 2012 — now known as Daryl Carter Parkway
— took nearly a decade to finalize, and it helped add value to Carter's property, he said.
A new interchange also is planned in that area as part of an effort being undertaken by Carter, O’Connor
Capital Partners and the Florida Department of Transportation.
Now, with Vineland Pointe coming into play, Carter said the balance of property he owns in the area —
about 70 acres — can benefit from the shopping center, as well.
The planned new shopping center is "going to create value for our remaining holdings,” Carter told OBJ.
“It’s kind of the end in one respect for me, after having survived difficult times. But it’s also the beginning
of exciting times for what we have left there.”
Vineland Pointe is in the heart of the tourism corridor and has the potential to be huge for Central Florida's
$60 billion tourism industry. Shopping is a major activity for Orlando’s 66 million annual tourists, and more
diversity of products helps boost the region’s clout as a shopping destination.
Read more of OBJ’s previous coverage of Vineland Pointe and come back to OrlandoBusinessJournal.com
for updates.
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Vineland Pointe site plan with anchor tenants
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